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ABSTRACT
Considerable attention has been focused on pre-
dicting the secondary structure for aligned RNA se-
quences since it is useful not only for improving the
limiting accuracy of conventional secondary struc-
ture prediction but also for finding non-coding RNAs
in genomic sequences. Although there exist many
algorithms of predicting secondary structure for
aligned RNA sequences, further improvement of
the accuracy is still awaited. In this article, toward
improving the accuracy, a theoretical classification
of state-of-the-art algorithms of predicting sec-
ondary structure for aligned RNA sequences is pre-
sented. The classification is based on the viewpoint
of maximum expected accuracy (MEA), which has
been successfully applied in various problems in
bioinformatics. The classification reveals several
disadvantages of the current algorithms but we
propose an improvement of a previously introduced
algorithm (CentroidAlifold). Finally, computational
experiments strongly support the theoretical
classification and indicate that the improved
CentroidAlifold substantially outperforms other
algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Prediction of the secondary structure for aligned RNA
sequences (which is usually called a ‘common’ or ‘consen-
sus’ secondary structure) is an important problem in many
ﬁelds of RNA research, including non-coding RNA (1)
and viral RNAs (2). The (common) secondary structure
is often useful for improving the limiting accuracy of con-
ventional secondary structure prediction [e.g. RNAfold
(3) and Mfold (4)]. Moreover, it plays an essential role
in phylogenetic analysis of RNAs and gene ﬁnding of
RNAs from genomic sequences (5–11).
A number of algorithms for common secondary struc-
ture prediction have been proposed. A well-known
program, RNAalifold (12,13), is based on the free
energies of the secondary structures of the RNA sequences
in the given alignment (thermodynamic information) and
the mutation of two bases that maintain a base pair
(bonus of co-variation). RNAalifold has been used in
a number of studies e.g. (5,6,9). Recent changes to
RNAalifold have improved its performance substantially
(12). A probabilistic version of RNAalifold is called
RNAalipffold model (12), which gives a probability dis-
tribution of common secondary structures of the input
alignment. RNAalifold is considered as the maximum
likelihood (ML) estimation of RNAalipffold model.
Another popular program, Pfold (14), uses stochastic
context-free grammars (SCFGs) with the phylogenetic
information of the input RNA sequences. Pfold also
provides a probability distribution of common secondary
structures of the input alignment (we call it Pfold model).
Recently, PETfold (15), which employs both the thermo-
dynamic and phylogenetic information, has been
proposed. McCaskill-MEA (16) achieved robust predic-
tion of common secondary structure by using the
averaged base pairing probability matrix based on a
thermodynamic model. Both PETfold and McCaskill-
MEA are based on the principle of the maximum
expected accuracy (MEA), which maximizes the expected
accuracy of a prediction with respect to a probability dis-
tribution on the entire set of candidate solutions. Another
MEA-based algorithm, CentroidAlifold (17), maximizes
the sum of the expected gain (of a carefully designed
gain function) under a probability distribution of second-
ary structures of every RNA sequence in the alignment,
where the distribution is given by McCaskill model (18)
(energy-based model) or CONTRAfold model (19)
(machine learning-based model). The estimator of
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mator (17), which is employed in CentroidFold (20) for
conventional secondary structure prediction. The com-
bination of RNAalipffold model (or Pfold model) with
the g-centroid is called RNAalipffold-Centroid (or
Pfold-Centroid) (17).
Recent studies have suggested that the principle of
MEA, which is used in PETfold, McCaskill-MEA and
CentroidAlifold, gives powerful estimators for estimation
problems in bioinformatics, including RNA secondary
structure prediction (17,19,21,22), common secondary
structure prediction from a multiple alignment of RNA
sequences (15,16), pairwise/multiple alignment of biologic-
al sequences (23,24,25,26), genome alignment (27), trans-
membrane topology and signal peptide prediction (28),
recombination detection (29), gene prediction (30),
RNA–RNA interaction (31) and multiple alignment for
structured RNAs (32).
In this study, toward improving the accuracy of previ-
ously proposed algorithms, we ﬁrst classify existing
software of common secondary structure prediction. The
classiﬁcation is based on an MEA-based estimator with
respect to the evaluation process of the common second-
ary structure prediction. We then propose an improve-
ment of CentroidAlifold by using a mixture distribution
of a probability distribution of common secondary
structures (e.g. RNAalifold model or Pfold model) and
that of secondary structures of each RNA sequence (e.g.
McCaskill model or CONTRAfold model). Finally, we
show that the improved CentroidAlifold substantially out-
performs other algorithms by performing computational
experiments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two evaluation processes for common secondary
structure prediction
In the problem of common secondary structure prediction
(we do not predict each secondary structure of the se-
quences in a given alignment but predict one common
secondary structure of the alignment), two evaluation
processes have been used. The ﬁrst one is to compare
the predicted common secondary structure with a refer-
ence (correct) common secondary structure directly
(Evaluation Process 1; Supplementary Figure S1).
However, this evaluation is not so often used in actual
evaluations because the deﬁnition of the reference
common secondary structure is unclear and it is often dif-
ﬁcult to prepare the reference common secondary struc-
ture of a given alignment, for example, the alignment
produced by aligners such as ClustalW (33) and
ProbCons (34). Therefore, another evaluation is often
conducted (Evaluation Process 2; Supplementary Figure
S2): the (predicted) common secondary structure is
mapped to each RNA sequence in the input alignment,
and then the mapped secondary structures are compared
with the reference secondary structure of each RNA
sequence (the reference secondary structure is, e.g.
obtained from X-ray crystallography or NMR). In other
words, a (common) secondary structure that recovers the
secondary structures of each RNA sequence in the align-
ment is a good prediction. Although we need to prepare
the reference secondary structures of each RNA sequence
in the input alignment in order to conduct this evaluation,
it is much easier than preparing the reference ‘common’
secondary structure, as the reference structure of individ-
ual RNA sequence can be obtained by using a database,
such as Rfam (35) or RNAstrand (36). It should be noted
that, in the both evaluation processes, the comparison
between two secondary structures (or common secondary
structures) is based on the base pairs that are essential for
forming secondary/tertiary structures, which are known to
be biologically important. More precisely, the sensitivity
(SEN) and positive predictive value (PPV) with respect to
base-pairs are commonly used in those evaluations.
MEA-based estimators
As proposed in (17), two MEA-based estimators (of sec-
ondary structure prediction for aligned RNA sequences)
that ﬁt with the two evaluation processes can be
introduced:
(E1) the estimator that ﬁts with Evaluation Process 1,
which maximizes the expected gain (of a gain
function) under a probability distribution of
(common) secondary structures of the input align-
ment (Figure 1);
(E2) the estimator that ﬁts with Evaluation Process 2,
which maximizes the ‘sum’ of the expected gain
(of a gain function) under a probability distribution
of secondary structures of each RNA sequence in
the alignment (Figure 2).
In the above estimators, the ‘gain function’ character-
izes a similarity between a predicted structure and the ref-
erence structure, and should ﬁt with the accuracy
measures for the target problems. Also, the probability
distributions play an important role in the estimator.
Further details of the estimators are shown in
Supplementary Section A.4.
0.03
Figure 1. The MEA-based estimator (E1) with respect to Evaluation
Process 1. We assume there exists a probability distribution p( WA)o f
the common secondary structures of the alignment A, and a gain
function G( ,y) between two secondary structure whose length is
equal to the length of the alignment (y and   are considered as the
predicted structure and the reference structure, respectively). The gain
function characterizes a similarity between the two secondary struc-
tures. The estimator is consistent with Evaluation Process 1
(Supplementary Figure S1). See Supplementary Section A.4.1 for
details.
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We used a Linux machine with a 2.8GHz AMD Opteron
Processor 854 and 64GB of memory.
Comparison of methods. In the experiments, we compared
the following algorithms or tools: (i) CentroidAlifold
(new) (this work), (ii) CentroidAlifold (old) (12), (iii)
RNAalifold (updated version of ViennaRNA package
1.8.3) (12), (iv) RNAalifold-Centroid (with the updated
version of RNAalifold) (12,17), (v) Pfoldcentroid (14,17)
and (vi) PETfold (15). In CentroidAlifold (new/old), we
used two probability distributions of secondary structures
of a given RNA sequence [i.e. p( Wx) in Equation (2)]:
the McCaskill model in ViennaRNA package 1.8.3 (3)
and the CONTRAfold model (Version 2.02) (19). In
CentroidAlifold (new), we employed two probability dis-
tributions for p( WA) in Equation (2): the Pfold model (14)
and the RNAalipfold model (12). The weighting was ﬁxed
at w=1/2. We used 17 g parameters: g2{2
k :  5 k 10,
k2Z}[{6} for CentroidAlifold, Pfold-Centroid and
RNAalifold-Centroid in order to draw the performance
(SEN–PPV) curves.
Data sets. We used the data set of Kiryu et al. (16) that
contains 85 multiple alignments and their reference
common secondary structures. The number of families in
the data set is 17; For each family, there are 5 sub align-
ments of randomly selected 10 sequences [This data set is
the same as in our previous study (17)]. Each item in the
data set consists of a manually curated multiple alignment
and the reference common secondary structure of the
alignment, which were derived from the Rfam database
(35,37) and reliable publications. (In other words, the
data set does not contain any ‘predictions’ at all.) The
reference common secondary structure is used when we
conduct Evaluation Process 1. Furthermore, the reference
secondary structures of each sequence in the alignment are
obtained by mapping the reference common secondary
structure to the sequence. These reference structures are
used for Evaluation Process 2. We produced several
multiple alignments from the same sequences in the refer-
ence alignments by using four multiple aligners: ProbCons
(34), MAFFT (38), MXSCARNA (39) and ClustalW (33).
Those multiple alignments were used in Evaluation
Process 2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Theoretical classiﬁcation of state-of-the-art algorithms
reveals disadvantages of those algorithms
CentroidAlifold (17), RNAalifold (12), Pfold (14),
PETfold (15), RNAalifold-Centroid (12,17), Pfold-
Centroid (14,17) and McCaskill-MEA (16) can be
written as the MEA-based estimator (E2) in Figure 2
with a combination of the gain function G and a probabil-
ity distribution px( WA) of secondary structures of x in the
input alignment, as follows. [See Table 1; See also
Supplementary Section A.5 for more details; Note that
the estimator (E1) can be considered as the estimator
(E2) as described in Supplementary Section A.4.3.]
First, the gain function G is one of the following
types:
(G1) the delta function (denoted by G
(d)) that returns 1
only when two secondary structures are ‘exactly’
the same;
(G2) the gain function used in CONTRAfold (19)
(denoted by GðcontraÞ
  ; See also Supplementary
Equation (S10)), which is a sum of the correctly
predicted (loop or base pairs) position in the
sequence; and
(G3) the gain function used in the g-centroid estimator
(17) (denoted by GðcentroidÞ
  ; See also Supplementary
Equation (S6)), which is a weighted sum of the
number of true-positive base pairs and true-
negative base pairs
Second, the probability distribution px( WA) is one of the
following types:
(P1) a probability distribution of common secondary
structures for the input alignment A, RNA
alipffold model (12) or Pfold model (14);
(P2) a probability distribution of secondary structures
for individual RNA sequence x, McCaskill model
(18) or CONTRAfold model (19); and
(P3) a mixture of probability distributions of (P1) and
(P2).
We emphasize that ‘every’ algorithm in Table 1 [expect
for ‘CentroidAlifold (new)’, the proposed algorithm in this
study] has drawbacks in the gain function and/or the
probability distribution because there are several disad-
vantages of the gain function (G1) and (G2), and the
probability distribution (P1) and (P2) as follows.
The use of the gain function (G1) means that the esti-
mator is closely related to the ML estimator, and a
number of recent studies have indicated that the ML esti-
mator does not necessarily give reliable predictions
for estimation problems on a high-dimensional discrete
0.03 0.03 0.03
Figure 2. The MEA-based estimator (E2) with respect to Evaluation
Process 2. We assume there exists a probability distribution px( WA)o f
common secondary structures of x for every x2A and a gain
function G( ,y) between two secondary structure whose length is
equal to the length of the alignment (y and   are considered as the
predicted structure and the reference structure, respectively). The esti-
mator is consistent with Evaluation Process 2 (see Supplementary
Figure S2). See Section A.4.2 in the supplementary information for
details.
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tions (40) and it is not optimized for the accuracy
measures of the target problem (17). The gain function
(G2) has a ‘bias’ to the commonly used accuracy
measures of secondary structure prediction, compared to
the gain function (G3) (17). More precisely, in (17),
Hamada et al. proved
GðcontraÞ
  ð ;yÞ¼GðcentroidÞ
  ð ;yÞþAð ;yÞþCð Þð 1Þ
where A( ,y) is positive for ‘false’ predictions of base pairs
(i.e. false positive and false negative) and C( ) does not
depend on the prediction y. This means that the gain
function GðcontraÞ
  ð ;yÞ has a bias against accurate predic-
tions of base pairs in the secondary structure compared
with GðcentroidÞ
  ð ;yÞ, so the estimator with GðcentroidÞ
  is the-
oretically superior to the estimator with GðcontraÞ
  . See (17)
for more detailed descriptions.
The use of the probability distribution (P1) has a disad-
vantage because the probability distribution is the ‘same’
for each RNA sequence x in the alignment, although it is
natural that px( WA)6¼px0( WA) for x6¼x0. A drawback of the
probability distribution (P2) is that the probability distri-
bution does not employ the information of the input
multiple alignment at all. [For example, the probability
distribution (P2) does not consider either the covariance
bonus or the phylogenetic information of the input
alignment.]
These investigations drive us to improve the current
CentroidAlifold in the following.
An improvement of CentroidAlifold: theoretically better
choice for gain function and probability distributions in
MEA-based estimator
In order to overcome the drawbacks of the current
state-of-the-art algorithms in Table 1, we employ the
MEA-based estimator (E2) with the combination of the
gain function (G3) and the probability distribution (P3).
Note that there is no algorithm that uses this combination.
This means that we replace the probability distribution
in CentroidAlifold by a ‘mixture’ of the probability distri-
bution of common secondary structures of A (from
the RNAalipffold or Pfold model) and the probability dis-
tribution of secondary structures of the individual
sequence x in A (from the McCaskill or CONTRAfold
model):
pxð jAÞ¼w   pð jxÞþð 1   wÞ pð jAÞð 2Þ
where w2[0,1] is a weight parameter and p( Wx) is identical
to McCaskill model or CONTRAfold model, and p( WA)i s
identical to RNAalipffold model or Pfold model. Using
Equation (2), therefore, means that we consider not only
the probability distribution of secondary structures of an
individual RNA sequence in A but also the probability
distribution of (common) secondary structures of the
alignment A.I fw=1, the estimator is equal to that of
CentroidAlifold (17) (see also Supplementary Section
A.5.1.). On the other hand, if w=0, the estimator is
equivalent to that of RNAalipffold-Centroid or
Pfold-Centroid, which are the g-centroid estimator (17)
Table 1. All cases are represented in terms of a gain function (G( ,y)) and a probability distribution of sequence x in the input alignment
A(px( WA)) which are components in the estimator (E2) (Figure 2)
Algorithms G( ,y) px( WA) Ref.
CentroidAlifold (new) G3 GðcentroidÞ
  P3 Mixture of p
(mcc)( Wx)/p
(contra)( Wx) and p
(alipffold)( WA)/p
(pfold)( WA) this work
CentroidAlifold (old) G3 GðcentroidÞ
  P2 p
(mcc)( Wx)o rp
(contra)( Wx) (16)
McCaskill-MEA G2 GðcontraÞ
  P2 p
(mcc)( Wx) (26)
PETfold G2 GðcontraÞ
  P3 Mixture of p
(mcc)( Wx) and p
(pfold)( WA) (37)
Pfold G2 G
ðcontraÞ
1 P1 p
(pfold)( WA) (27)
Pfold-Centroid G3 GðcentroidÞ
  P1 p
(pfold)( WA) (16,27)
RNAalifold G1 G
(d) P1 p
(alipffold)( WA) (2)
RNAalipffold-Centroid G3 GðcentroidÞ
  P1 p
(alipffold)( WA) (2,16)
Algorithms Disadvantages S.I.
CentroidAlifold (old) No use of the information of the input alignment A Section A.5.1
McCaskill-MEA Use of GðcontraÞ
  ; no use of the information of the input alignment A Section A.5.7
PETfold Use of GðcontraÞ
  Section A.5.4
Pfold Use of GðcontraÞ
  Section A.5.5
Pfold-Centroid Use of the same distribution px( WA) for all x2A Section A.5.6
RNAalifold Use of G
d (i.e. use of the ML estimator) Section A.5.2
RNAalipffold-Centroid Use the same distribution px( WA) for all x2A Section A.5.3
GðcentroidÞ
  , G
(d) and GðcontraÞ
  are the gain function used in the g-centroid estimator (17), the delta function and the gain function used in CONTRAfold
(19), respectively. p
(mcc)( Wx) and p
(contra)( Wx) are McCaskill model (18) and CONTRAfold model (19), respectively, each of which is a probability
distribution of secondary structures of RNA sequence x. p
(alipffold)( WA) and p
(pfold)( WA) are RNAalipffold model (12) and Pfold model (14), respect-
ively, each of which is a probability distribution of common secondary structures of the alignment A. G1-3 and P1-3 show the types of the gain
function and the probability distribution, respectively, and G1, G2, P1 and P2 have drawbacks (see the main text). The disadvantages of each
algorithm are shown in the bottom table. For comparison, the improved CentroidAlifold [denoted by ‘CentroidAlifold (new)’], which is introduced in
this work, is also shown. The column ‘S.I.’ shows the section in the Supplementary Data.
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also Supplementary Section A.5.3 and A.5.6).
The combination of the gain function (G3) and prob-
ability distribution (P3) is theoretically better choice than
the other combinations, and this will also be conﬁrmed by
computational experiments in the following sections.
It should be noted that we used the ‘same’ gain function
in both the previous and new CentroidAlifold because the
gain function is still thought to be better than any other
gain functions [including (G1) and (G2)] for predicting
accurate base pairs in (common) secondary structures.
Computation of the improved CentroidAlifold
In the computation of CentroidAlifold, we ﬁrst compute
(n+1) base pairing probability matrices, where n is the
number of sequences in A: fp
ðxÞ
ij gi<j for x2A and fp
ðAÞ
ij gi5j
where
p
ðxÞ
ij ¼
X
 2S
Ið ij ¼ 1Þpð jxÞ and
p
ðAÞ
ij ¼
X
 2S
Ið ij ¼ 1Þpð jAÞ:
[Here, S:¼S ð AÞ¼S ð xÞ.] The computational time for this
is equal to O(nWAW
3) because each base pairing probability
matrix can be computed by the Inside-Outside
algorithm (41). Finally, CentroidAlifold conducts the
following Nussinov-style dynamic programming (DP)
recursion (42).
Mi;j ¼ max
Miþ1;j
Mi;j 1
Miþ1;j 1 þð   þ 1Þp 
ij   1
maxk Mi;k þ Mkþ1;j
  
8
> > <
> > :
ð3Þ
where
p 
ij ¼
w
n
X
x2A
p
ðxÞ
ij þð 1   wÞp
ðAÞ
ij ð4Þ
and Mi,j is the optimal score of the subsequence xi   j. Note
that p 
ij is derived from the mixture distribution
of Equation (2). This DP algorithm means that
CentroidAlifold maximizes the sum of (base pairing)
probabilities p 
ij of Equation (4) which are larger than
1/(g+1). This DP algorithm requires O(WAW
3) time and
the total computational time of CentroidAlifold still
remains O(nWAW
3).
Implementation
The improved CentroidAlifold is in the ‘same’ package as
CentroidFold (20). The software can employ a mixed
distribution given by an arbitrary combination of
RNAalipffold, Pfold, McCaskill and CONTRAfold
models. The default probability distribution used in
CentroidAlifold is an equally weighted mixture of
the RNAalipffold and McCaskill model [w=1/2 in
Equation (2)].
Improved CentroidAlifold substantially outperforms other
methods in computational experiments
CentroidAlifold (new) clearly outperformed the other
algorithms with respect to Evaluation Process 1 for the
‘reference’ alignment (Figure 3). Note that we cannot
apply Evaluation Process 1 to the predicted common
secondary structure from the multiple alignments
produced by the aligners such as ClustalW. This implies
that the averaged probability distribution of px( WA) (i.e. a
probability distribution of secondary structures of x) for
x2A of CentroidAlifold gives a reliable probability
distribution of common secondary structures of A,
because, by using the averaged distribution,
CentroidAlifold [the estimator (E2)] is considered as the
estimator (E1) that is suitable to Evaluation Process 1.
(See also Supplementary Section A.4.3.)
Moreover, CentroidAlifold (new) outperformed the
other algorithms with respect to Evaluation Process 2
(Figure 4 and Supplementary Figures S1–S3). Precisely
speaking, CentroidAlifold (new) (the solid lines in red
and green colors in each ﬁgure) clearly improved the
performances of CentroidAlifold (old) (the dashed lines
in red and green colors in each ﬁgure), and both
RNAalipffold-Centroid and Pfold-Centroid (the blue
lines), which indicated that the mixing distribution used
in CentroidAlifold (new) works very well. Especially, the
maximum sensitivity of CentroidAlifold is much better
than the one of the other algorithms (Table 2).
In CentroidAlifold (new), there is few difference of
performances between the use of McCaskill model and
CONTRAfold model, while the former is about two
times as fast as the latter (Table 3). This is because the
time for computing the base pairing probability matrix
with the CONTRAfold model is longer than for the
McCaskill model implemented in the ViennaRNA
package. Table 3 also indicates that RNAalifold is the
fastest tool because the computational cost of
RNAalifold, unlike that of the other tools, does not
depend on the number of RNA sequences in the
alignments. Moreover, RNAalifold need not use the
Inside-Outside algorithm for computing the base pairing
probability matrix but can use a Nussinov-type algorithm
(42) [cf. Equation (3)] for computing the consistent
(common) secondary structure, while CentroidAlifold,
PETfold, RNAalipffold-Centroid and Pfold must use
both (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section for details).
As a result, RNAalifold is more than 10 times faster
than the other software and algorithms (Table 3).
By the results of our benchmark (Supplementary
Table S1), it seems to be enough to use g=2 or 4 for
obtaining the common secondary structure that achieves
a balance between SEN and PPV [i.e. that has a favorable
Matthews Correlation Coefﬁcient (MCC)]. Moreover, we
tried common secondary structure prediction by combining
CentroidAlifold with the ‘pseudo’-expected MCC
(M. Hamada, K. Sato and K. Asai, submitted for publi-
cation) In the manuscript, we found that the pseudo-
expected MCC of a given secondary structure can be
computed efﬁciently (while there is no efﬁcient method to
compute the expected MCC) and that the pseudo-expected
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2011, Vol.39,No. 2 397MCC is a reliable approximation to the expected MCC. By
using the pseudo-expected MCC, we are able to select the
secondary structure from among the several secondary
structures based on 17 values of g that are used for
drawing the performance curves of CentroidAlifold.
(Note that we did not use the correct structures for the
selection.) Table 4 indicates that the selected common
secondary structures achieved better MCC than the
structures predicted by PETfold and RNAalifold. On the
other hand, Table 3 shows that there was only small
computational overhead using the pseudo-expected MCC,
compared with the prediction with a ﬁxed g.T h i si sd u et o
the fact that computing the base pairing probability
matrices is the dominant factor in the computational time
of CentroidAlifold.
The computational experiments indicated that a good
choice (with respect to accuracy and speed) of the
probability distribution px( WA) in the estimator (E2) is a
mixture of the RNAalipffold and the McCaskill model.
Also, we have performed the experiments using various
parameters of weight [i.e. w in Equation (2)] and
conﬁrmed that a weight parameter of around 0.5 in the
mixture distribution generally gives a good performance
(Figure 5 and Supplementary Figures S6–S10). There is,
however, room to do research on the probability
distribution (px( WA) in the estimator (E2) [cf. Equation
(S3) in Supplementary Data], because there are a number
of possibilities to obtain a better mixture of distributions
than the one used in the new CentroidAlifold. For
example, we can employ a mixture of three probability
distributions [the McCaskill model (18), the Pfold (14)
model and the RNAalipffold (12) model], thereby
considering the thermodynamic information, the
phylogenetic information and the covariance bonus. We
can also try the McCaskill model implemented in the
software RNAstructure (22) that employs more elaborate
energy models than the Vienna RNA package. Finding
better combinations of the probability distributions in
(P3) is an interesting task.
Comparison of performances among gain functions
The performance of RNAalipffold-Centroid (blue lines
in the top ﬁgures in Figure 4, Supplementary Figures
S1–S3) is slightly better than the performance of
RNAalifold (blue points in the top ﬁgures in Figure 4,
Supplementary Figures S1–S3). This shows that the
g-centroid estimator with the RNAalipffold model (that
considers probability distributions of all the secondary
structures) is better than the ML estimator with the
RNAalipffold model, that is, RNAalifold (that only
considerstheoptimalsolutionwiththehighestprobability).
This result is consistent with the theoretical results: the use
of gain function (G3) is better than that of (G1).
On the other hand, CentroidAlifold with the Pfold
model and the McCaskill model [‘CentroidAlifold (new;
pf-mc)’] is nearly equivalent to PETfold. More precisely, if
we substitute the gain function (G3) into (G2) in
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Figure 3. The performance of common secondary structure prediction with the reference alignments with respect to Evaluation Process 1. The
horizontal and vertical axes indicate PPV and SEN, respectively. Better performances are in the upper-right areas of each ﬁgure (worse performances
are to the lower left). The results for the RNAalipffold model are shown on the left and those for the Pfold model on the right. The labels ‘mc’, ‘ct’,
‘pf’ and ‘al’ indicate the McCaskill, CONTRAfold, Pfold and RNAalipffold models, respectively. CentroidAlifold (old: X) indicates CentroidAlifold
with probability distribution X (where X=‘mc’ or ‘ct’). CentroidAlifold (new: Y-X) indicates CentroidAlifold with a mixture of the probability
distributions X and Y where Y is p( WA), X is p( Wx) and w=1/2 in Equation (2) (Y=‘pf’ or ‘al’). The dashed lines (red/green) show the performance
curves of the previous CentroidAlifold, while the solid lines (red/green) show the performance curves of the new CentroidAlifold. In both ﬁgures, the
performances of PETfold and RNAalifold are also shown.
398 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol. 39,No. 2CentroidAlifold, the estimator is equivalent to the (main
part of) PETfold. In Figure 4, it can be seen that
‘CentroidAlifold (new; pf-mc)’ outperforms PETfold.
This conﬁrms our theoretical results: the gain function
(G2) used in PETfold contains a bias against SEN and
PPV, compared with the gain function (G3) used in
CentroidAlifold.
Importance of credibility (conﬁdence) limit
Although the proposed estimator employs the entire
distributions of (common) secondary structures, it still
gives a ‘point’ estimation in a high-dimensional discrete
space, and the prediction is ‘uncertain’ (43,44). Therefore,
a global measure of uncertainty is important. Fortunately,
there exist several studies related to this: the credibility
(conﬁdence) limit (43,44), which is the minimum
Hamming distance of a hyper-sphere containing a
speciﬁed fraction of the Boltzmann weighted ensemble.
The credibility limit of a common secondary structure
predicted by CentroidAlifold can be estimated using
a stochastic sampling from the Boltzmann weighted
ensemble of the common secondary structure. The
stochastic sampling is conducted by a similar method
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Figure 4. The performance of common secondary structure prediction for Evaluation Process 2 with alignments produced by ProbCons (left column)
and the reference alignments (right column). In CentroidAlifold, we used the RNAalipffold model (top row) and the Pfold model (bottom row).
See the caption of Figure 3 for notation. Also see Supplementary Figures S1–S3 for the performance with alignments produced by ClustalW (33),
MAFFT (38) and MXSCARNA (39), respectively.
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2011, Vol.39,No. 2 399proposed by Ding and Lawrence (45), and it has already
been implemented in the software, CentroidAlifold. It
should be noted that, if we use the sampling method, the
credibility limit can be computed easily. Detailed study
about the credibility limit for common secondary
structures will be included in our future work.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we systematically discussed state-of-the-art
algorithms of predicating secondary structure for aligned
RNA sequences, and a classiﬁcation of those algorithms
were presented. Then, we introduced an improvement of
CentroidAlifold, which was previously proposed by our
group (17). Computational experiments have indicated
that the improved CentroidAlifold substantially
outperformed the previous one and state-of-the-art
algorithms, such as PETfold and RNAalifold. The
software is freely available from web site: http://www
.ncrna.org/software/centroidalifold, which will be useful
for ﬁnding non-coding RNAs from genomic sequences
or phylogenetic analyses of RNAs.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data is available from NAR online.
Table 2. The maximum sensitivity for CentroidAlifold (we used a
mixture of the probability distributions of the RNAalipffold
model and the McCaskill model with the same weight),
RNAalipffold-Centroid and Pfold-Centroid in the SEN–PPV curves
Alignment CentroidAlifold RNAalipffold-Centroid Pfold-Centroid
Reference 0.90 0.83 0.81
ClustalW 0.58 0.45 0.44
ProbCons 0.69 0.59 0.58
MAFFT 0.72 0.64 0.64
MXSCARNA 0.75 0.68 0.67
Evaluation Process 2 was used in this experiments. The bold values
indicate the best values among three algorithms.
Table 3. Total computational time in seconds
CentroidAlifold
p ( WA) p ( Wx) time (all) time (MCC) time (ﬁxed)
1 pf ct 1666 1669 1626
2 pf mc 1239 1247 1200
3 al ct 932 929 893
4 al mc 506 500 467
5 pf – 869 867 832
6 al – 133 134 99
7 – ct 837 835 801
8 – mc 411 410 373
Other software
Name Time
9 PETfold 2519
10 RNAalifold 30
The labels ‘pf’, ‘al’, ‘ct’ and ‘mc’ indicate Pfold, RNAalipffold,
CONTRAfold and McCaskill models, respectively. p( WA) and p( Wx)
are the probability distributions that correspond to the ones in
Equation (2). The column ‘time(all)’ means the computational time
for computing all the common secondary structures with the 17
g-parameters of our data-set in order to obtain the SEN-PPV curve
after computing the base-pairing probability matrices). The column
‘time(MCC)’ means the computational time for predicting the
secondary structure with the pseudo-expected MCC. The column
‘time(ﬁxed)’ means the computational time for computing a secondary
structure with a ﬁxed g. The 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th rows are equivalent
to Pfold-Centroid, RNAalipffold-Centroid, CentroidAlifold(old) with
the CONTRAfold model and CentroidAlifold(old) with the
McCaskill model, respectively.
Table 4. SEN, PPV and MCC for CentroidAlifold, RNAalifold and
PETfold with respect to Evaluation Process 2
Alignment CentroidAlifold PETfold RNAalifold
SEN PPV MCC SEN PPV MCC SEN PPV MCC
Reference 0.79 0.88 0.83 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.73 0.82 0.78
ClustalW 0.43 0.65 0.53 0.44 0.59 0.51 0.36 0.67 0.49
ProbCons 0.54 0.79 0.65 0.57 0.66 0.61 0.45 0.75 0.58
MAFFT 0.59 0.75 0.66 0.62 0.66 0.64 0.54 0.72 0.62
MXSCARNA 0.64 0.73 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.52 0.74 0.62
In CentroidAlifold, we used a mixture of the probability distributions
of the RNAalipffold model and the McCaskill model with the same
weight, and selected the secondary structure using the pseudo-expected
MCC. The bold values indicate the best values among three tools for
each accuracy measure.
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Figure 5. The performances of CentroidAlifold with various values of
the weight parameter [i.e. w=0,0.1,0.2,...,0.9,1 in Equation (2)]. In
this experiment, we used the mixture distribution of RNAalipffold
model (12) and McCaskill model (18), and the alignments produced
by ProbCons (34). The curves with w=1 and w=0 are equivalent
to the ‘previous’ CentroidAlifold and RNAalipffold-Centroid,
respectively. The results of the other combinations of probability
distributions and aligners are shown in the Supplementary Data
(Supplementary Figures S6–S10).
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